AVID Claps

To make clapping less boring and funny
Golf Clap

Putt it & click it

Watch your shot through

Spectator clap
Roller Coaster

Head back & raise hands upward—“Click, Click, Click, Click, Click”

Wave it down—“Woosh”
Caller- “Sparkler on 3”

Index finger up

Snap it all round
Rubber Band

“Stretch it, stretch it, stretch it, stretch it”

Clap hands quickly together
“Here’s the cheese, Here’s the Grater” (open hands)

“Grate job!” (grate the cheese)
Power Woosh

2 claps to the table
2 claps to your hands
Woosh- ocean wave
Firecracker

Clap
Shimmy up
Snap it down
Snap, Crackle, Pop

Snap, shimmy it, clap it
Caller calls it 3 times
Hamburger

Hand out and “sizzle” on the grill

“Not done” sizzle again

“Still not done” sizzle again

“Well Done!”
Wave your hands up, like you just don’t care

Obviously- no sound

duh.

Silent Clap
Boom, Boom, Clap

2 hits on the table
1 clap
We’re Not Worthy

Bow it down and say “We’re Not Worthy”
Cowboy Cheer

Lasso your arm in a circular motion, yell “Yeehaw”
Mirror Cheer

Outline a mirror

“Mmm Mmm Hmm”

“Looking Good”
Rainy

Quietly pat hands on legs (rain)
Gradually get louder
Clap loudly once (thunder)
Slowly clap back down
¡Olé!

Countdown in Spanish

“Uno, dos, tres”

Twirl your index finger and say “Ole’ Ole’ Ole’!”
Video: